Thank you for great cooperation in 2022
SNS wishes all friends, colleagues, networks and other people we have worked with during 2022 and Santa a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
We have worked hard the past year for a sustainable future, together with a lot of people in the Nordic countries. In our funded networks researchers and stakeholders have met and exchanged knowledge, and SNS has worked with several strategic projects (find them here). We depend on, and highly appreciate, your cooperation with us, so thank you for everything in 2022!
We are looking forward to a new year and hope to continue the cooperation and fruitful contacts!

The SNS and NordGen Forest joint call for scholarships is open
If you are in the field of forest seed or plant production, regeneration methods or tree breeding, this is your chance! The call for SNS and NordGen Forest scholarship is open for applications between December 15 and February 15.
Your project or activity must be relevant in a Nordic setting and contribute to a common Nordic benefit. You can apply for maximum 25 000 NOK. Therése Strömwall Nyberg in the video was granted last year. Hear what she has to say about what doors the scholarship opened for her.

CARISMA cooperated for improved 3D remote sensing of forests
Johannes Breidenbach has coordinated the work in the SNS funded CAR CARISMA: “Centre of Advanced Research for the innovative use of 3D remote sensing in mapping of forest and landscape attributes based on national forest inventories”. Listen to his experiences from researcher cooperation and what the CARISMA network achieved.
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